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I. INTRODUCTION

This treatise is not on the general topic of

forest fire prevention but rather on prevention planning

activities and problems that might be of interest to

state and private forestry organizations. Every forestry

program must have adequate, long time forest protection

as a primary objective. Sound forest management requires

that protection be perfected to a point where fire damage

will have little effect on the objectives of management.

This adequate protection becomes progressively more difficult

and complicated each year with increased recreational use,

and industrial development that brings men and power-

driven machinery into the woods. All of this means that

fire -Drevention should be on the front page in any forestry

department, protective association, or private forester's

plan for protecting forest Interests. In most cases this

would mean embarking into an unknovm field about which

a lot has been written, but nothing conclusively or

definitely that would help in setting up a prevention plan

from scratch. There are no real practicing specialists

to consult as there would be if the problem Involved

suppression, engineering or other specialized fields.

It is hoped that this paper might be of use in

such a case as just outlined. At least it might be one

consolidated source of information on what has been done



in the past and what looks good for the future. Some of

the material will come from Forest Service investigations

and developments. Fire prevention by the Forest Service

is progreseing on paper at least in this region. New

handbook sections on prevention are coming out and

rangers are delving into loast years fire records. This

increase in prevention activity by the Forest Service is

going to show many surprising things when the plans go to

work. It will take time, but successful methods will be

devised in this region as they have been in other parts

of the country in the past.

Here is an enticing field for study. Especially

in this state, the foremost in the nation for lumber

production. Vvliere too, there are annually over two

thousand forest fires burning over an average of more

than 150,000 acres per year.^ The smoke clouds that obscure
the s\m every summer should represent a loss in personal

wealth to every Oregon resident whether he be forest

owner or not - but does it? The forest owner worries

about his loss only when his land is involved; the town

resident complains that the smoke hurts his eyes and ruins

his vacation. John Public in general exclaims with distaste

when driving through one of the fire-blackened forests

that Mr. Public caused last year and will cause this

year.



Plre prevention is more than extremely Important,

it is an absolute necessity. Nearly two-thirds of the

fires in this state are man-caused and therefore preventable.

The causes for this percentage vary from accidental to

pure cussedness or spite to the satisfaction of selfish

desires, with a ruthless disregard for the rights of others.

Yes indeed, here is an enticing field for study, hut how

many men or organizations are interested "beyond saving

their own interests to really hit this problem hard and

with continuous effort. Other fields of forest work have

highly trained specialists, but are there men allowed to

spend all of their time at prevention? No, the complicated

jobs of prevention organization and enforcement are the

loosely delegated responsibility of every one, and

consequently the direct responsibility of no one. Still

we have a fire problem that is rapidly increasing in

Importance with higher forest use and higher values on

forest products. It is true that prevention effort thus

far has resulted in a decrease of railroad, logging, and

brush burning fires. This decrease , however, has been

offset by an increase in smoker fires. During the last

ten years the nation v/lde risk has Increased and will

continue to increase because of the growth of the

smoking habit. Holding man-caused fires to an even keel

may represent progress but it Is no cause for any



satisfaction.

Pire prevention is not a simple matter of posting

a warning sign. There is such a complexity of problems

and diversity of work that it is easy to fall into
3

confusion and poor use of time and money. Selectivity

and economy of time are important and indispensable.

Mere quantity of effort means little or nothing imless the

effort is directed by a research which uncovers the key

points at which effort may be employed most effectively.

The ''cause behind the cause" is usually that key point,

and the expenditure of time and money on haphazard

guesswork might as well be used effectively somewhere

else. In actual cases it has been proven that poor prevent

ion is sometimes worse than no prevention at all. Thus,

armed v/ith all of this Information it is not at all out

of line to claim that fire prevention is not receiving

its due respect. After all, the best fire is the one

that doesn't start at all.

Once a fire has started, problems and expenses are

increased at a maximum rate. Surely every bit of smoke

that is cut out of the sky each year during fire season

is just that much more money in someons's pocket, and

money talks. An up to date forester should have his

prevention plan in shape and be ready to take advantage

of improvements in method as they are found. Such



foresight would save money in research and save money in

fire loss, for this is the coming field for development

in fire control or forest protection as a whole. It

has to be. Man-caused fire in the woods is too destructive

to man's own interests and what man wants to cut his oto

throat when he can have control of the knife doing the

cutting.



II. SURVEY AND ANALYSIS

It has been said that developement is due in

fire prevention. If this is true we should have in mind

where the development will come. Does improved prevention

technique mean drastic change in our past methods? Tfeat

is there in prevention that will require drastic methods?

Really no one can say because the field of prevention is

unexplored. If time and money had been soent on prevent

ion as has been spent in suppression and pre-suppression,

we would have an ansv/er. It has been said that the tricks

of commercial fields should be applied to forestry.^

In the commercial field, a firm that was going to organize

for production in a certain field would make an Inventory

of all the business facts that it could gather concerning

that field. As many of the who, what, where, why, and how's

as necessary, would be answered before the manager would

give the go-ahead to actual drafting of definite plans.

A logical survey and a careful analysis is then our

foundation for investigation.

That foundation is the background a fire prevention

plan should have. Instead of this, however, how much

money has been spent in birdshot dispersion with the hope

that some sort of vague good might result somehow or

somewhere, but the dovm to the moment objective is too far

away to see. On the other hand, how many dollars have not



gone Into prevention work because it seemed like so much

waste of money. How many thousands of dollars have gone

instead into fire suppression equipment that cannot be

used without adding more thousands of dollars for men to

use, lose, and maintain them. The balance against prevent

ion is too heavy and in both cases prevention is losing

ground or never being allowed to enter into a forestry

program. So then, our first action should be to find out

all we can about prevention in the area we are interested

in. If we can find and prove our hot sr^ots, the fire loss

will supply the push for financing an attack. Our

objective should be a compendium of gathered, usable facts

(Our business facts) which we can Interpret for efficient

and practical action.

By following the trend of the latest addition to

the fire control handbook of the Forest Service, the

following suggestions are made for the compilation of a

basic analysis of the local problem. Surely not all

action suggested in this chapter is necessary in every prevent

ion problem. Maybe one or two of the following plans would

be enough with further and more intensive development

for the area under investigation.

For the basic analysis, a ten year period of study

should be used for all of the following:

Occirrence Map. For visual study and



correlation to the topography. Each fire would "be

located, on a topography map and the cause shown by

symbols such as the following;

R - Railroads

L - Lumbering
C - Camper
S - Smoker

D - Debris burning
I - Incendiary
M - Miscellaneous.

Further classification could be made as to the class

or size of the fire by color desl,a:nation.

2, Tabulation & or graph of number £f man-caused

fires by months.

The form might be suggested as follows:

, Months APRIL MAY Etc.

Cause :R;LiSC:S;D;I:M-K-R;L:C:S:D:I Etc

1930

1931

1940

Total

Percentage

A final total might be made in this manner;

Causes ,;R:L;C:S;D;I:M; Total

1930

1940

Total

Percentage



Year

1930

1931

1940

3. A histograph of the number of man-caused fires

by months.

Sample chart;

June July August etc.

4. Ten year trend In the number of fires by

causes.

Sample chart:

1930 1931 19-32 1933 1934 etc,

5, Acreage burned by fires;

Sample chart;
Railroad - Lumbering - Campflres - Incendiary etc.

Total



6. Percentaj2;e of acreage burned by causes. (Ten yrs.)

Sample chart: (HIstograph.)

-perrcent of fires
-per cent of acreage

R.R, Lumbering Camper Smoker Etc,

It would also seem very feasible to prepare a

detailed outline of survey for the mental attitude of the

population toward fire prevention. Except in an area with

great transient population a man organizing for fire

prevention would probably know his population quite well.

He would know resident cooperators and those whose attitudes

and actions he could pass by. All others could be listed

and classified by vocations. Another listing could be

made of visitors by suitable groupings as to type and

proximity of their residence and other factors.

After such listings, a close study of the peoples

reading diet and various other media, which probably has

considerable influence on their attitude, could be made.

This concept will be enlarged upon in the next chapter.



As a necessary step for such an analysis would be this

last suggestion for locating hot spots.

* Analysis of man-caused fires.

Sample chart for each general cause:

Year No.of firesiSpecific cause;Reason: Class : Source
why of people Local Outside

1930

1931

1940

It is hard to realize the importance of this

survey work. The attitude toward paper work by most men

in the field is understandable-they have important outside

work that they like to do. Paper work in prevention

seems to be the only hope right now, for in each

individual area there will be different problems to cope

with. The importance of problems, thfeir location,

and their weak points must be found. If real prevention

work had been -oracticed in the past, we might have a

different method to use.



III. PLANNING PREVENTION

It has been said many times by those men best able

to judge that there are no drastic changes b'f Ideas to be

made In fire prevention. That the thing to do is to find

the laterals, the stratagems, and the new applications of

known principles.^ There will be no drastically new

measures or magic formulae. The best results will be

secured from well-worked out organization and steady,

hard production of material. Material that is intelligently

aimed at the various groups who may be potential fire causers

Under plans of action, five divisions might be

made; 1.Educational planning

2.Contact planning

3.Closures and restrictions

4.Industrial operations

5.Hazard reduction plannina;

1.Educational Plan

In order that the fire prevention program may succeed;

it must, like any other Important sales campaign, have the

whole hearted support of the public. The public is

likely to be Interested in a product or a program of

fire prevention with which it is thoroughly familiar.

People are not likely to buy a strange brand of shaving

soap or tooth paste, nor are they likely to be careful



with fire in the woods unless they are thoroughly sold

on the need. Here then we see our need for ot)inion

management in prevention. Publicity men have certainly

had onerous tasks; they have had to pull be-smeared persons

and projects out of the mud. Fortunately, this handicap

is not present in our case. The services of a person

engaged in protecting the forests are considered the

right thing in a foggy sort of way. Motives are seldom

questioned. However, Judging by the continued increase

in the niwiber of man-caused fires, we do not seem to be

doing a very good job of publicity work for forest

protection.

The final test of advertising in a publicity

campaign is in most cases in the cash box, by whic:^ so

many other things are tested. A literary masterpiece

which did not pull trade would soon be discarded for the

paragraph which brings in buyers personally or favorably

influences their actions. Perhaps the advertiser and the

consumer would not always agree on what would appeal;

perhaps he would be right and the consujner wrong, but he

will pardon the presumption if the consumer has his own

impressions. After all, the way the customer feels is the

fact in which sellers are interested. What are some

points to watch in prevention publicity? The following



points might serve to partially answer the question.

1. Customers want evidence.

2. The principle of change is too important

to forget. Change requires the progressive entry oi

the following points in the material:

a.Novelty c.Attention

b.Movement d.Desire creation.

3. There should be no question of insincerity.

,4. There must be no fear that any expense ?/ill

come out of the consumer's own pockets.

5. No suspicion must be fostered that the

organization is being built up by daring advertising.

The feeling that there is a good deal of bluff in

the matter must never be allowed to enter.

6. Pointed statements usually foster a wide

distrust.

Why bring advertising and publicity into education

activities? We buy things because we have heard of them

and do not buy the unheard-of thing unless it be before

our eyes. W.'hat we are really trying to do is sell a

product-forestry.

The right kind of a publicity man should be

working with and often living with the reading, listening,

and seeing public, and not be bogged down In deep

contemplation and worry over the woes of his business or

•protective district. He should not try and sell too



much at oncej every man engaged in fire protection

pro^bably has enough material in files to last as ammunit

ion for 100 years. Out of that mass can surely he

picked more than just an acceptable copy.

The message must be interesting. No matter how

just the cause, people will be bored with dullness.

Here might be a place for the services of a professional

publicity man. With few exceptions a capable employee

pressed into such service of selling the idea will

fail to produce outstanding results and to attain the

hoped for objective. The reasons for this are rather

obvious.

1. A man in business is too concerned with the

business itself. He knows the outfit and its

principles from stem to stern and is usually bogged

down in too much detail.

2. He hasn't been trained to view his prospects

impersonally and without prejudice and with a

psychological insight.

3. Little or no opportunity to become a specialist

in media. He hasn't the smell for news or the

knowledge of timing.

There Is a science to education and a science to

the whole field of fire prevention, yet pre-^ention duties

are loosely passed out with, at best, only a vague hope



for results. To set up an educational plan Is a

tremendous job. The following suggestions are a few

that might "be of use,

1. Classify those persons for whom an education

process is needed and build a plan accordingly.

Classification might be;

a.Those who are ignorant of forest law

b.Those who are careless

c.Those who are malicious.

2. Sample plan that might fit all three

classifications;

Subject : Yftiom to; Responsibility ; Objective ; Method of
reach lh.o When ViJhere Approach or

Appeal

3. Suggested points to make sure of; Build

respect and liking-favorable public opinion - Use

organized community cooperators (Very effective mediiom)-

Use some form of contact or news letter - Use key

man mailing lists - Keep in with local press - Radio

contact - Red Cross - Circular letters - Literature -

Exhibits - Showboat programs - Auto tags and ash

tray stickers.

Before getting well into the next plan of action,

this might be the best place to bring in the suggestion of



obtaining aid in fire prevention by the science of

psychology. The study of hvuiian behavior is sure to give an

aid in fire prevention v/ork and help obtain our objective

of whole-hearted public sunport. This has been Introduced

because it seems as though a valuable fundaraental aid

has not always been recognized. A few hints that might

be put to good use in educational work might be:®

1. People are interested chiefly in themselves

and things that affect them.

2. People are more friendly towards familiar

things than toward strange ones because they take

pride in being well informed.

3. People are mentally lazy-like clear, mental

pictures.

4. People do not pay much attention to signs.

Voice is better than print and personal contact best

of all.

5. People will tolerate regulation in business,

but keenly resent Interference with their play.

6. Pear is a poor Incentive to secure action.

7. Anger is dominant over any suggested construct

ive ideas, discourtesy arouses anger.

8. People must be led through a mental process

involving definite steps before they will act.

Many pages could be spent on the discussion of



applying psychology to fire prevention work, but here again

the work must be done by an expert. "Bsychology can be

defined as the science of the activities of the individual."

The greater percentage of our fires are caused by destruct

ive individual activities. ITiy not find out v/hy people

act as they do. The use of the psychological departments

in the colleges would be a simple matter and v/ould prove

worth while to a preventionist interested in training

or influencina; the individuals activities.

2. Planning for contacts with the objective of

making friends and cooperators.

In organizing contact work there is another problem

9
that must be faced and realized by the preventionist.

When a fire would break out a few years ago, local settlers,

ranchers, stockmen, merchants, dude ranchers, members

of American Legion posts and other cooperators were a

dependable group ready to go to work. They often had

orsanization and knew what to do and in many cases did

not wait to be called. Their valuable help was the best

kind of fire prevention.

The problem shows up when we ask ourselves just

how many of this sort of cooperator is to be found on

fire lines today? Why have they dropped out? The

answer can be found in the CGC, special suppression squads.



and policy against hiring locals. It has been the most

natural thing in the past six or seven years to call on

the organized crews when men and tools were needed.

Somehow the local people have been forgotten and no one

has contacted them. There has been a little antagonism

fostered in these local people that can not be noticed

except in direct conversation with leading questions to

bring out their attitude. The con^tact man should really

plan for meeting this condition and correcting it before

slight antagonism grows to distrust. Perhaps the point

is emphasized too mucl:^ but the people we want behind

prevention do not analyze their feelings of antagonizm

and so it grows a little each year. They feel that they

have not been consulted about fires that have burned in

what they might consider their realm of influence. Wtieve

would a program of forest protection be if the special

crew were discontinued. It would seem good prevention

and good fire planning to rediscover those lost cooperators,

In all contact work the main thing is to find a

hub on each individual to which spokes of prevention can

be anchored. It is a trait of human nature to view any

proposition in a "how is it going to affect me" attitude.

For successful fire prevention the program must in some

way sell a gain, rather than a lossiin personal advantage.

The fires are started in the forest and it is here



where there is the greatest opportunity for personal contact.

Here too, is where the greatest skill in dealing with

people is needed. The biggest advantage of meeting

people during their recreation lies in a fact not often

realized. A man thoroughly sold on the idea of safe

smoking habits in the woods by educational work at his

home may very easily and without thinking, toss away his

lighted cigarette in the woods on a fishing or camping

trip. Why should this happen? Your psychologist would

have this answer. Forest recreation brings new environment

and new activities to the individual. He is enjoying his

temporary vacation ¥/ith no recollection of the world he

has just left or its teachings. Too far out of line?

Any person might look over his own past experience and

find justification for such a statement. ITaat better

selling point than this is there for working on the

public while they are in the woods.

One other problem is worthy of specific mention

here. The settlement of immigrants from non-forested areas

will demand a combination of education and contact work

in explaining what to do, how to do It, and reasons why.

Under contact points to make sure of might be the

following: Key men - Cooperator meetings - Conmiunity

gatherings - Organizations - Schools - Stock meetings -

Cooperating agencies - Individual contacts - Contacts

with or by guards or seasonal employees.



A sample contact plan is suggested;

Name ; Occupation ; Responsibility ; Objective ; Method of
for contacts Approach

3. Closures and Restrictions;

The method of restrictions goes imder fire every

so often. Theodore Shoemaker(R-1 USPS) stated "I do not

believe that closure to smoking is buying anything in fire

prevention. It is unnecessary, unpopular, and unenforceable."

If this system really gets in the way of effort to teach

safe habits in the use of matches and tobacco, perhaps

a point might be made. Perhaps existing regulation should

be changed and future regulation be so construed to

prohibit not the act of smoking but the CARELESS USE of

matches and tobacco. Both methods are as easily enforced,

but one will gain good will and the other ill v/lll. This

seems to be a totally different idea from what has been

past policy, but it should be looked into very deeply by

agencies that have a policy to form. Smokers are boiind to

smoke no matter what the law. There is a possibility that

closures and restrictions should be guided by this line

of thought,

What can be suggested in closures and restrictions?



Pull publicity explaining the v/hy's of closures and

restrictions for one thing. Also publication of maps

shov/ing the areas and stations at which entry permits will

be issued. If permits are issued, the opportunity to instruct

the public in fire prevention should not be lost. If

possible, a scheme of follow-up action on each permit

should be made. A planned system of posters that will

be employed at strategic spots and not spread all over

the woods at random should be made.

4. Industrial Operations;

Pull credit to the logging industry for its

activities and successful cooperative efforts in the

reduction of fires should be given.No point should be

overlooked, however, to help the industry further reduce

its fire loss. Here is a spot where fire prevention

should be easily sold, for a bad fire to many organizat

ions would mean a folding of operations. The new Oregon

laws covering logging operations will'help solve this

prevention problem, but the one thing that will do most

to further prevention after permits have been issued will

be the full coverage by inspections. With the recent

trend towards smaller outfits, the prevention problem is

increased. Every logging show in the protected area must

be irregularly and repeatedly inspected to secure



enforcement of the code and organization regulation.

Visual evidence in the form of a chart that would

Indicate loss to operators by fire and the number and

percentage of failures in business through fire might be

a good selling point and worth looking into.

A plan for Inspection for all industrial operations

would be absolutely necessary. It should probably consist

of a map showing the location of industrial operations

where inspection is neededj the kind of hazard, the

operator responsible, ovmershlp of land, extent of operat

ion, inspections to be made and by whom and when, and

what to check.

Sample form for inspection of industrial operations;

Kind of:Map No.tOperator :Ov/nership;Size,No. ;Insp.by;Items to
Hazard Responsible of land of acres whom & be

when checked.

Reduction Plan of Ph7ysical Man-Created Hazards;

The importance of control over man-created

hazards has become Increasingly evident with each year's

addition to the problem. Recognizing my inability to

put out a decent discussion on the subject, I am

including a paraphrase of a very excellent description



of the problem that was made by the Pacific Northwest

Experiment Station in a publication released October 31,

1940.^^

All woods operations such as logging, wood cutting,
land clearing, and right-of-way clearing make a very
marked increase in total danger of fires starting and
spreading because all these operation tend to increase
the amount of fuel and to make it highly inflammable by
exposure to the drying action of the sun and wind. The
increase in fire danger due to these added fuels persists
for 10 to 20 or more years, adds to the costs of fire
protection, and increases the probability of losses from
uncontrollable fires unless they are reduced or eliminated.
Because these increased hazards may jeopardize private
and public values beyond the limits of the property on
which they are created, an agency interested in fire
prevention should have the right to regulate their creation
and abatement.

Opinion management through education and x^ersonal

contact v/ork should be a point to remember in obtaining

the cooperation of the persons creating hazards that might

endanger one's property. The report continues and sets

forth four specific measures applicable to the hazard

problem.

1. Control over the creation of the hazard.

The fire control agency should have control. A
principle stated might be to require anyone intending to
perform any operation on forest land which will affect
the fire hazard, to meet certain conditions before
creating the hazard. The financial responsibility of the
operator should be established and pressures brought to
bear(Depo3lt or bond) to protect the fire control agency.

The agency having control of hazard should have

some plan or record system for keeping posted on the

problem. A plan suggested might be along the same lines



as this Sample form.

Sample fo3?m for physical man-created hazard tabulation.

Map No.;Kind of:Date ;Operator :OwnershiplExtent of
Hazard Created Responsible of land Hazard In'

Acres ^

Proposed method; Proposed Date of Disposal to be
of Disposal Disposal Supervised by

A cumulative map record of hazards that require action

must be Included In the plan. Assigned colors and

symbols would help clarity. On both the map and the

form only areas where remedial measures are needed should

be shown.

The three remaining measures outlined by the

Experiment Station report are:

tb) Special protection for special hazards.

Ordinary fire control measures are aimed to cope with the
average level of fuel hazard and fire occurrence. T-Vhere
either one of these is more dangerous than usual, special
measures are necessary to obtain adequate protection.
Thus the current slash on a logging operation requires
special measures that are covered In the forest codes,
but all areas of higher than average fuels or fire
occurrence also need a higher level of fire control
effort. Where It is Impracticable to burn slash, as after
partial cutting, extra protection may be needed over a
long period of years. Vvliether this can best be
accomplished by adding patrols, making closures, or taking
other measures must be decided for each specific area,
but it should be recognized as a basic principle of
adequate fire control that areas of more than average



fire hazard should receive more than the average level
of fire control measures.

(c) Control over use of fire.

Adequate fire control demands that the protection agency
have control over the use of fire for debris burning, land
clearing, or hazard reduction during all possibly dangerous
fire weather. The present practice of requiring burning
permits Is In the right direction. Pull control over the
use of fire will require field inspection of areas before
and after permits are issued.

The development of strict control of the use of fire
shotild not deprive the logger, farmer, suburbanite, or
others of their use of fire for useful purposes. Rather,
it should control and direct this use so that it will
accomplish its desired purpose without becoming a fire
control liability. The man responsible for Inspection
would be expert in the use of fire and able to give
assistance to permittees.

(d) Recognition of "all possibly dangerous fire

weather."

As the phrase indicates, there are weather conditions
under which fires will start and spread and other conditions
under which they will not start or spread. The use of the
word "possibly" means that the combination of all weather
conditions past, present, and future make fire dangerous
In forest fuels.

What then is the answer to the important questions of what
is dangerous weather and how will it be measured. The
fire weather service of the Weather Bureau hel;g)s to solve
this problem. This service is particularly helpful in
forecasting future weather conditions and in compiling
records of past and present conditions. The fire danger
rating system developed by the Experiment Station and the
Forest Service has proved to be useful in measuring and
recognizing fire danger. This system could be applied
to any unit. Fuel moisture content, wind velocity, and
relative humidity can all be used as indicators of fire
weather. The essential item is recognition of all
possibly dangerous fire weather and to act accordingly.

With these four specific measures outlined, the



problem of hazard control assiomes proportions of another

major job that a fire preventionist should be more than

just acGuainted v/ith. Many excellent references are

available for further investigation that would give

better coverage of subject.

V/ith the five plans of action presented Y/ith

brief explanation, perhaps the laterals, stratagems, and

applications of known principles make themselves known.

After the thorough survey and analysis has indicated the

material required for the varying sections and types of

population and Industrial operations, it seems only good

business practice that there should be a continuous and

unbroken production of material. Sporadic advertising

and warning is a waste with most effect lost after each

relaxation. Psychologists have found that with the

average man, only 45% of learned material is retained

at six months, and only 12% at eighteen months. With

this in mind we see much waste year after year in time and

money, for with what prevention work is done there is only

a scant amount retained for next season except in unusual

cases. The impetus is gone at the end of fire season.

Education reaches a high point but isn't held-education

drops back and the preventionist starts practically



from scratch next year.

Because prevention work Is made to assume such a

minor role and yet is so complicated and necessary, a

system of prevention planning for "best use of time and

effort may be the making or breaking of the individual

forestry program.

The value of fire records has long been realized

in fire control. There is no reason v/hy prevention purposes

could not be served with complete planning records that

would show the strong and weak points practiced as they

are shown in sup-press ion and pre-suppression. The

clinching argument for prevention planning is that visual

evidence of a working plan is available. This contrasts

with birdshot dispersion so strongly that the wide awake

organization will see where the cart has been before the

horse in fire protection work. Suppression and pre-

supDresslon work have no more importance than the prevent

ion work that is too often neglected or carelessly doled

out to a disinterested employee. The sight of fires

and their attendant confusion and loss have meant "Put it

out" for so long that the idea of keeping fire from

starting is almost forgotten. Instead of exultation or

worry over each year's loss or gain in nmiber of fires

or fire loss, wouldn't it be wiser to consider past

records and see what has been causing trouble and what sort

of plan or plans will hit the root of the problem.



IV- PREVENTION PROBLEM IN STATE & PRIVATE LANDS-GENERAL

No paper on prevention planning would be complete

unless a reasonable amount of proof was given that there

actually is a problem with prevention possibilities.
/

A graph or two might also serve a purpose in illustrating

what can be read from tabulation of data as has been

continually suggested. All data is for state and

private lands in Oregon and has been gathered from annual

reports of the state forester. The data for the graphs

also includes additional infomation that was not of

use in making a graph, but make interesting material for

comparison. For instance, the lack of correlation

bet?/een PP expenditures and fire loss.

Pigure I. Graph showing relationship of total

number of fires per year to the annual fire loss. Also

shows the seemingly lack of relationship between lightning

and fire loss in comparison with the trends of man-caused

fires with fire loss.

Pigure II. Graph showing the more traceable

correlation between man-caused fires and fire loss. Of

the three worst offenders in the state that have been shown,

the trend of incendiarism stands out as the biggest cause

of fire, and closely follows the fire loss trend. The

importance of weather in a fire season is shown in the

years 1932 - 1936 - 1938. The Tillamook fire in 1933

throws that one year all out of proportion to the other

data.
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FIRE STATISTICS FOR YEARS 1920-39

Year 1920 1921 1922 1923 1924 1925 1926 1930 1931 1932 1933 1934 1935 1936 1938 19391927 1928 1929

Fire Loss

- F.F. -

Expenditures

106,846 80,793 425,307 189,462 970,201 239,980 849,743 159,170 350, 177 1,564,132 79,697 885,322 2,076,680 12,330,433 161,790 201,630 1,967,917 106,155' 815,218

84,430 34,857 239,857 98,767 557,682 169,218 259,81 3 53,966 149,359 343,848 111,624 230,093 112,486 56,851 29,098 45,553 73,717 51,317 293,431

Smokers 81 123 156 290 130 165 125 220 311 263 415 352 343 355 371 368 174 275

Unknown 112 60 142 14 60 59 58

Incendiary 136 302 353 112 377 206 299 203 240 383 252 548 674 218 246 287 366 78 386

Brush Burning 147 76 106 59 59 64 107 52 161 198 90 124 119 177 83 147

Slashings 144 174 131 105 2 23 67 32 32 67 39 88 12 20

Lightning 123 120 95 135 311 319 150 162 154 117 277 85 87 239 142 248 139 330 296

Hunters 62 103 91 121 94 30 51

Campers 81 155 138 72 166 107 75 99 143 176 154 154 175 161 127 123 111 93 167

Locomotives 35 61 42 19 39 28 33 4 19 36 14 27 4 10 16 27 23 12 11

Stockmen 9 46 62 11 - 44 20 32

Logging 60 40 73 93 53 77 71 58 52 70 23 60 19 36 37 64 45 52 53

Saw Mills 2 5 13 16 13 13 6

Rights of Way 20 21 27 9 25 13 6

Miscellaneous 25 30 74 32 104 50 130 68 151 205 133 139 112 85 102 129 87 57 119

Total 809 1,233 1,407 886 1,888 1,158 1,146 778 1,067 1,472 1,200 1,621 1,688 1,182 1,149 1,507 1,404 891 1,474

Remarks Sliort fire

season

t Long fire
season

i Late

Season

Tillamook

Fire

Bandon fire Good

Bad weather weather
conditions



The one topic that has not been touched upon in

the discussion of fire prevention, shows In figure No.II.

INCENDIARISM is a challenge to foresters and especially

to those engaged In forest fire prevention. With such a

picture as in Pig.II for state and private lands, I would

say that it is quite a challenge. In 1938 with 386

incendiary fires causing |96,139 worth of damage plus

suppression costs, seven prosecutions with thirty day

jail sentences and il,148 in fines were meted out. This

seems a pretty poor record of forceful education for those

who have set fires. Why not set fires when law enforce

ment is weak and the court is sympathetic? In the main,

the incendiarism problem seems to be concentrated within

a few counties. Douglas, Coos, Curry, and Polk coimties

are worst offenders. To attack incendiarism with intensive

methods in the regions of greatest occurrence would

lower loss immediately. I am not speaking in glittering

generalities for this was proven in one of the worst

incendiary sectors of the state. Skillful management of

prevention resulted in the lowering of the total number

of fires to one, and the area burned to 9,000 square feet.

Increased respect and confidence were also added to the

good results of such management.

What intensive methods should be applied? It



depends upon the reasons for the problem, but in the

main they are;

1. Expert personnel management v/lthin the
organization stressing prevention work.

2. Planned oral appeals, salesmanship, personal
influence.

3. Applied psychology.

4. Strict law enforcement and policy.

5. Cooperation without involvement in local
affairs.

The main reasons for the problem? Work, hunting,

grazing, mineral hunting, cussedness, and thrill.

The handling of incendiarism prevention is

necessarily a job for the man in the field who knows what

methods will best fit the reasons for fire in the

particular area. Under the first method is included

all instruction, education, hiring, and firing of the

organization personnel. When fire-bugs are allowed to

roam over woods they know by heart, prevention is served

very poorly by the regular system of loodouts and

patrolmen who have fixed duties every day. The short

term force should be shifted as much as possible to keep

the fire-bug guessing. By making personal contacts and

putting enough tracks in the woods in unexpected places,

at different times, by different men, the poor incendiarist

has to realize that his woods haven and lorivate trails

are no more secure than the regular trails and roads.



In turn, the field force must observe who is moving where

and why. Unless the man charged with protection knows

what is going on all the time, he can never expect to

ward off trouble.

The second method must be employed most effectively

by the men with authority who are responsible for protect

ion in the sector or region. Salesmanship and personal

influence are also valuable assets in the short term

force or other personnel to create desired goodwill, but

the lack of authority reduces the impression. Psychology

surely must have its place in changing the attitude of

confirmed haters of forestry, men and what they stand

for. In most cases, a real or imaginary grievance is

working upon the individual and ordinary methods of

creating goodwill are met with a suspicious, cynical

attitude that can not be broken down.

Strict law enforcement must be a goal. This

is prevention the hard v/ay, but law enforcement is

directly concerned with man-caused fire^ and especially

incendiarism. Warning must be given that ever;y incendiary

will be caught and punished, yet impressions that leave

men with the feeling that they are under suspicion must

not be permitted to arise. In many cases, a jail sentence

or stiff fine is the education required. A forest policy



might also exclude locals from obtaining work on man-

caused fires. The bad feeling that is sure to arise

doesn't set fires, but the men that need the work do.

It is here that the value of picked suppression squads

comes in. The most physically fit and capable men

(Usually the best Incendiary) of the locality are given

jobs on the crews at decent wages. The training while

in that crew pulls the men out of the ways of a fire-bug

and starts them thinking about the danger and loss in a

forest fire. Cooperation, the fifth main point, is tied

up with salesmanship in creating goodwill. The only

difference Is that it is done in the name of the

protective agency. Care must be taken that preference

is not given to certain factions or war will be the result,

The hope of the future in the big fields of grazing,

hunting, and mining problems is in land planning and

more education. With the problems gone, the cause for

incendiarism goes too.

In incendiarism, more than anywhere else, is the

need for an experienced person Interested in the people

with whom he must work. Careless work in incendiarism

will more than likely backfire.



V. CONCLUSION

If no other point has heen made other than that

of illustrating the importance of fire prevention and

its complexity, this paper has been of some use. To my mind

there are two fields in fire prevention; the field covering

the activities of the men who engage in forest fire

prevention worl^ and the field of presenting prevention

activities to foresters. Why is prevention shunned "by

the very men who should be interested? We can see now that

the very nature of the work is a reasonable answer to that

question. The work is slow, takes time and paper work,

requires special knowlege, and shows no immediate results

for progress. In contrast, a new fire pump or newly

constructed fire break is a visible achievement, so

suppression and pre-suppression get the appropriations.

Some day the men in forest fire control will be forced to

realize that they are chasing a problem that can still

run as fast as it wants to.

The material in this thesis is not presented as

pure dogma, but rather as material that might be applied

to facts. The cry against fighting fire on paper is a

strong one, but in prevention work what else can be done.
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